Project SMARTArt Integrated Activity
Primary Grades K-2
Dance / ELD Standards

strong, soft, fast, slow
Sequencing: “words, one movement one kid”
Sentence: movements strung together in movement.

Creative Expression (CE) 2.3, 2.7, 5.1, 5.2
ML Core Concept #2, ELD reading and LS
Stories from Dance

- Students can recite a story/poem for a movement activity
- Writing exercise
- Sound beats/phonemic awareness/vocabulary

Class can create dance phrase/s

- Movement to animal characteristics
- Transition time/dance movement
CE 2.7, 2.8, 2.4, 2.5

Historical & Geographical Dances (Family)

- Multicultural music/dance
- Actions through movement
- Reflections of dance movement
CE 3.0
ML Core Concept #3

Problem Solving

- Call and physical responses
- Map the choreography
ML Core Concept #1